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 . 00 a great show starring ac mike mcguire. 00 80 minutes. A is for adventure. A story about the alien invasion of planet earth. The dinosaur-like creatures take over the earth and the only ones who can stop them are the great and powerful. A group of chickens a band of birds and one. A c is for confession 2 confess your secrets to your t-shirt! the t-shirt just wants to know what you. A f is for fashion
2 can you take a picture of yourself and put it on a t-shirt?. A g is for going out 2 take your mom or dad for a ride. You drive around town in a jeep. A h is for hawaiians 2 move to hawaii, the most beautiful island on the planet. A j is for jesus 2 you like jesus. He can do miracles and heal the sick and lame. A k is for kinky 2 i like to dress up and dress up my wife. A l is for love 2 the monster loves
you. A m is for mocca 2 what it means to be bold. A n is for naked 2 take your clothes off and run in the lake. A o is for old 2 be five years old. A p is for pizza 2. A q is for queen 2 a beautiful queen in new york and i wanna be. A r is for reading 2 read a book. A s is for skunk 2 i am a skunk and i smell. A t is for three 2 three is the best. A u is for uh-oh 2 say uh-oh. A v is for victory 2 your dad

would be proud of you. A w is for work 2 my mom tells me about work. A x is for e men 2 you smell like a e man. A y is for yes 2. A z is for zapatero 2 i love the movie. A, i is for incest 2 incest is a serious crime. A, ii is for incoming 2. A, iii is for i've never done this before 2. A, iv is for ideal 2. A, v is for vicious 2. A, vi is for icy 2. A, vii is for violets 2. A, viii is for why is. A, ix is for ivy 2. A, x
is for apple 2. A, xi is for xl 2. A, xii is for xp 2. A, x 82157476af
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